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Scanned at very high ultrasound frame rates, injectable microbubbles can be activated

sequentially as isolated punctual sources of acoustic echoes. These signals can thus be localized

far beyond the diffraction limit. The resolution improvement granted by Sono-Activated

Ultrasound Localization Microscopy (SAULM) was demonstrated within microfluidic channels

20 times smaller than the imaging wavelength (k¼ 870 lm). The width of the channels mapped

with SAULM was 13 times smaller than as they appeared under conventional ultrasound imaging.

Two channels separated by k/4.5 could be distinguished. Implementing SAULM in-vivo could

lead to a complete reconstruction of the vascular tree down to the smallest capillaries at several

centimeter depth. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4826597]

The resolution of an imaging system is intrinsically

linked to the propagation regime of the wave scanning the

medium. Indeed, three different regimes describe wave prop-

agation through tissues: coherent, diffusive, and near-field

regimes leading to completely different resolutions. In con-

ventional optical microscopy, the optical wave keeps its

coherence during propagation and the optical wavelength

controls the spatial resolution of the final image. Thus,

according to diffraction theory, the resolution of optical mi-

croscopy is limited at best to a half-wavelength. For instance,

biological structures separated by less than 300 nm become

indistinguishable. To image smaller cellular organelles, for

example, either the shorter wavelengths of electrons in the

coherent regime or near-field effects (for which the resolu-

tion is no more linked to the wavelength but rather to the ob-

servation distance) can be exploited.1

Recently, in the coherent propagation regime, localiza-

tion microscopy (generalized terminology for several techni-

ques referred to as Fluorescence Photo-activation

Localization Microscopy (fPALM), Stochastic Optical

Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM), etc.) has been shown

to surpass the diffraction limit.2–4 This technique exploits

random distributions of fluorescent sources which are too

close to be resolved but can be activated, one by one, to form

a series of images where the emitters are isolated in time

(punctual) and well separated. Since their images do not

interfere, the actual position of the source can be found from

the summit of the individual point-spread function. This

localization of a point-source is not submitted to Rayleigh

criterion and can be performed with a resolution much

smaller than the wavelength. The fluorescent sources being

stochastically activated or inactivated between each acquisi-

tion, a map of their positions can be reconstructed after a

series of acquisitions. Although time-consuming, these

blinking and bleaching techniques can distinguish details at

a level of 50 nm at 650 nm wavelength (k/13). When photo-

activated sources are bound to specific biological structures,

they can highlight nanometric structures such as podosomes,

tubulin, and talin strands.5 Introduced by Hess et al. in 1996,

this concept of localization microscopy revolutionized the

field of optical imaging in the last decade.

In biomedical imaging, ultrasonic waves rely on their abil-

ity to propagate tens of centimeters without losing their coher-

ence. Since that distance is typically orders of magnitude

greater than the wavelength of 0.1–1 mm, waves propagate in

the coherent regime and the spatial resolution in ultrasound

depends on the wavelength. Again, due to diffraction theory,

the resolution is limited at best to a half-wavelength

(�0.1–1 mm) and details below 100lm cannot be distinguished

at clinical frequencies (8 MHz). Shorter wavelength can be

used, but to the cost of a higher attenuation and lower penetra-

tion, which rapidly reduces the scope of the imaging technique.6

To date, this "resolution versus penetration" paradigm has con-

founded the quest for ultrasound microscopy deep into tissues.

However, similar to fluorescence microscopy, ultrasound

can also rely on very efficient contrast agents at the cellular

level. Indeed, radiologists can inject a solution of microbubbles

intravenously to improve the blood contrast or molecular targets

in ultrasound images.7 Because of their gaseous content and

their resonance frequency within clinical range, these agents,

1–5lm in size, scatter sound very efficiently. Moreover,

because of their high compressibility, they behave in a nonlinear

fashion which permits the use of several microbubble-specific

imaging techniques.8 Hence, Ultrasound Contrast Imaging can

map the vascular network with a much higher sensitivity than

conventional ultrasound. Of course, clouds of microbubbles ran-

domly circulating within the vascularization cannot be resolved

by ultrasound and contrast imaging is also limited to the resolu-

tion of ultrasound imaging (�100lm to 1 mm).

Microbubbles are highly sensitive contrast agents, and it

is possible to image a single microbubble deep into the

human body with acoustical wavelength several orders of

magnitude longer than the diameter of the microbubble. Such

a high sensitivity could already allow a form of ultrasound

localization. Indeed, if individual bubbles were injected at

low concentrations and, hence, separated by several wave-

lengths, their position could be retrieved at resolution

surpassing diffraction. But, such an approach would be very

unsatisfactory due to the time required to reconstruct a com-

plete microvasculature with very few moving microbubbles.a)e-mail: olivier.couture@espci.fr
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To attain comparable results than FPALM in ultrasound, a

method that distinguishes individual bubbles within a con-

centrated cloud is necessary.

Beyond their resonance and nonlinearity, microbubbles

can also be pushed or destroyed by a sufficiently large ultra-

sound pulse transmission9 and undergo drastic changes in

their scattering characteristics within milliseconds, as shown

by ultrafast optical and acoustical imaging.10,11 This phe-

nomenon is stochastic since each microbubble, being of

different size and surrounded by a different environment,

should respond to ultrasound differently. At appropriate

transmit acoustical pressure, it could thus be possible to acti-

vate and detect bubbles one by one. Consequently, micro-

bubbles could act as acoustically activated sources, which

could then be exploited for ultrasound localization micros-

copy beyond the diffraction limit leading to sono-activated

ultrasound localization microscopy (SAULM), an acoustic

analog of FPALM optical microscopy. However, to perform

SAULM the frame rate required to observe these fast events

cannot be attained by conventional focused ultrasound

(frame rates<100 Hz) as it becomes here mandatory to

detect transient events at the millisecond scale over large

regions of interest.

Frame rates up to 20 000 Hz have already been intro-

duced using ultrafast ultrasound scanner in the context of su-

personic shear wave imaging,12,13 micro-doppler,14 and

functional imaging.15 In ultrafast imaging, a single ultra-

sound plane wave is used to illuminate the whole sample,

and the resulting echoes are collected with multiple parallel

elements (Figure 1(b)). The radio-frequency signal from

each channel is then reconstructed in the computer to create

an image. Within the timescale of a single pulse-echo

(around 50 ls), a complete map of the tissue observed is

obtained rather than a single line in conventional imaging

(Figure 1(a)). With ultrafast imaging, high acquisition rates

(beyond 1000 Hz) become reachable which enables the

observation of fast events within the sample, such as the dis-

ruption and motion of the bubbles.

The current study is an experimental demonstration

of the concept of sono-activated ultrasound localization

microscopy within an in-vitro model of the vasculature.

Plane wave ultrafast imaging was implemented on an ultra-

sound clinical scanner with 128 fully programmable

emission-reception channels (Aixplorer, Supersonic

Imagine, France) at a rate of one thousand frames per sec-

ond. To demonstrate sono-activated ultrasound localization

microscopy, a low frequency (1.75 MHz) transducer was

used with a resolution limited by diffraction to 1040 micro-

meters. For such experiments, it is also necessary to access

all of the three spatial coordinates, adding the requirement

for a two-dimensional ultrasonic matrix rather than a con-

ventional linear array. However, as SAULM is not bounded

by the same rules as diffraction-limited imaging, the trans-

ducer matrix can be undersampled in space. In theory, the

localization of the bubble in the elevation axis can indeed be

performed as soon as two independent elements are available

along the elevation axis. The localization along this axis is

indeed obtained from independent travel path measurements,

i.e., two independent arrival times measured with a typical

0.1 ls precision. Thus, 2 parallel series of 64 transducers (lat-

eral pitch: 0.4 mm, elevation pitch: 1.5 mm) were placed

over the sample to be imaged and connected to the ultra-

sound scanner. This setup was first used to implement con-

ventional ultrasound imaging, which consists in imposing

delays on each electronic channel to sequentially focus the

ultrasonic beam on each line of the image.

To compare conventional focused imaging and sono-

activated ultrasound localization microscopy, their respec-

tive resolutions were tested by imaging bubbles flowing

through microchannels printed by lithography in polydime-

thylsiloxane (PDMS). The channels were between 40 and

100 microns in width and 80 lm in depth. The microfluidic

system was designed to simulate the vasculature network in

order to avoid acoustic impedance discontinuities. It was

tilted in space, to simulate a 3D network. In the center, the

channels were separated by 50 to 200 lm. Two channels

from the same parent channel are separated by one wave-

length so that they could not be distinguished by any stand-

ard ultrasound imaging method at the selected transmit

frequency.

Sulfur hexafluoride bubbles (1–3 lm in size—SonoVue

by Bracco Research SA) at a dilution between 104 and 105

per milliliter were pushed into the channels at a constant flow

rate by a syringe pump ((200 mL/min) Harvard Apparatus).

This microbubbles concentration corresponds typically to 10

to 100 bubbles located within the region of interest at each ac-

quisition. With such concentration, the wave fronts backscat-

tered by this cloud of bubbles cannot be resolved by

conventional ultrasound (see Fig. 2(a)). Each of the acquisi-

tions consisted in 50 000 ultrafast images. Three datasets

were acquired with three different positions for the transducer

matrix in order to cover the whole microfluidic system

(see Fig. 3(d)).

Sono-activated ultrasound localization microscopy was

implemented by emitting plane waves at an acoustic pressure

of 450 kPa (peak-negative pressure at 4 cm depth) with a frame

rate of 1000 Hz toward the bubble-filled vascular phantom.

The acquired data were the backscattered echoes coming

from all the scatterers present within the whole sample. The ra-

diofrequency signals acquired from successive transmissions

FIG. 1. Plane wave imaging compared to focused imaging. These two tech-

niques were applied on microchannels inside PDMS imaged with a

1.75 MHz 2D transducer matrix connected to an ultrafast ultrasonic scanner

(ultrafast frame rate: 1 kHz). (a) Conventional focused imaging is performed

by scanning a focused beam over each line of an image which limits the

frame rate to about 100 Hz. (b) In ultrafast plane wave imaging, a single

unfocused wave is emitted through the sample and echoes from individual

scatterers are acquired by multiple reception channels. The radiofrequency

(RF) signal of each of these channels is then beamformed, resulting in frame

rates up to 20 kHz.

174107-2 Desailly et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 174107 (2013)
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n�i and n�iþ 1 were subtracted in order to cancel the echoes

coming from static structures and isolate the echoes from the

bubbles. With an appropriate framerate, the only echoes

remaining were those formed by the contrast agents either

moving fast or disrupted by one of the emission waves. This

very selective high-pass filtering resulted in the isolation of up

to 15 000 distinct echoes over 50 000 images (Figure 2(a)).

Given that these echoes were not superimposed, the localiza-

tion of their respective source was no longer subject to the

Abbe limit of resolution.

FIG. 2. Single echoes obtained by ultrafast differential imaging can be fitted with a high precision. (a) Distinct events linked to the passage of bubbles within

the microchannels are detected by differential imaging. Punctual sources are represented as parabolas in the RF matrix received on the ultrafast scanner.

(b) The resulting parabolas are fitted to find their summit and then super-localize the microbubbles. (c) The 3D super-localization is obtained from the fitting

of parallel parabolas in the elevation direction.

FIG. 3. SAULM grant images with a

resolution 13-fold higher than standard

echography techniques. (a) The full

width at half maximum formed by one

channel is 80 lm with SAULM

whereas it is 1100 lm with standard

focused imaging. (b) Two channels

separated by 200 lm are distinguish-

able with SAULM. (c) Comparison

between fluorescence microscopy,

standard echography, SAULM, and all

the localized sources superimposed

with optical image (from left to right);

the correlation coefficient between the

optical image and the standard ultra-

sonic image is 0.11; the correlation

coefficient between the optical image

and the SAULM image is 0.22.
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The localization process consisted in deconvoluting the

point spread function (PSF) formed by the microbubble to es-

tablish its exact source. When submitted to a plane wave, a

small scatterer emits a spherical wave, which is represented by

a paraboloid after its detection by a parallel matrix of piezo-

electric transducers (Figure 2(c)). The source of the echo can

thus be determined by fitting these arrival times with an ultra-

sonic time-of-flight model assuming the sound speed to be ho-

mogeneous in the medium (Figure 2(b)). This fitting process

was performed after high-pass filtering, cross-correlation with

the emitted plane-wave and automatic exclusion of noise and

outliers. A super-localized image consisted in the accumulation

of the position of thousands of distinct events.

We defined the accuracy of the imaging system as the

full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the intensity of a

channel that is much smaller than the wavelength (k/11). In

conventional focused imaging, the profile of the 40 microns

bubbles-filled channel had a width of 1100 lm (Figure 3(a)).

However, when the density of super-localized bubbles was

plotted, its width was rather 80 lm, a 13-fold improvement

in accuracy.

Such accuracy was compared to an ad-hoc theoretical

localization model and simulations, which both predicted a

FWHM of 69 lm with the same acoustic parameters. The

standard deviations on each of the coordinates were deter-

mined from the residual of the fit. The time-of-flight model

being non polynomial, we implemented an asymptotic

method16 to establish the theoretical values (see Eq. (1)).

The simulation data were generated by adding Gaussian

noise to an exact time-of-flight equation and analyzing the

variations in the predicted localization of the source.

rx;y;z /
rs
ffiffiffiffi

N
p ; (1)

where rx,y,z is the standard deviation on the resulting posi-

tion of the source, rs is the uncertainty as to the positioning

of the maximum of the echo in the time domain and N is the

number of transducers used during the acquisition.

The resolution was defined based on the Rayleigh crite-

ria. In conventional focused imaging, two channels separated

by 200 lm could not be distinguished. However, the profile

of the density of super-localized contrast agents demon-

strated that these channels, which were distant of k/4.5,

could clearly be separated.

Beyond profiles, a full 3D mapping of the microbubble

events was derived from the echoes acquired by the trans-

ducer matrix (Figure 3(c)). Using conventional focused imag-

ing, the network of channels was impossible to observe since

the channels were much smaller and less distant than the

wavelength of the acoustic wave. However, when distinct

events derived by sono-activated ultrasound localization mi-

croscopy were plotted in space, the microfluidic system could

be distinguished with an accuracy of k/11. A map of the entire

microfluidic system was created (Figure 3(d)), which showed

that microbubbles did not flow in all channels equally.

Based on the simple fact that a cloud of randomly dis-

tributed microbubbles can act as distinct acoustic sources

detected sequentially when imaged at ultrafast frame rates,

sono-activated ultrasound localization microscopy can

image micro-flow with a resolution and an accuracy up to

13 times the diffraction limit in-vitro. This imaging tech-

nique uses a scanner and contrast agents that are both

approved clinically. In these conditions, plane-wave imag-

ing was shown to detect very small and rapid changes in

populations of microbubbles.11,17 In fact, when imaged with

a frame rate of 5000 Hz, we observed that echoes from

microbubbles flowing through an implanted tumor in a

mouse, can be detected individually. Although motion is

very limited in-vivo at such frame rates, decorrelation

between images due to tissue motion could be corrected

with cross-correlation techniques.18

Since SAULM uses low frequencies to perform micros-

copy, it is not limited by the attenuation increase with fre-

quency. However, sono-activation can also be performed at

higher frequencies to improve resolutions even more. In the

future, SAULM will be implemented in-vivo with shorter

wavelength and should lead to the mapping of the entire vas-

cular network of deep seated tissue with a resolution close to

the capillary size. This technique breaks the “resolution ver-

sus penetration” paradigm of ultrasound imaging and could

lead to ultrasound microscopy deep into tissues.
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